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DECOUPLING IDENTITIES AND PREDICTABLE TRANSFORMATIONS IN EXCHANGEABILITY

By Olav Kallenberg
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rzAbstract: Let X=(X I ... oxd) a d V ( .. .VVd )  be processes on [0,1] or R+, such

. that X is exhnebewhile V is prdcal.Under suitable conditions o

7 .and V, the expression ETrj 'VjidXj will only depend on the marginal distributions

.' '.of X and V. From statements of this type in discrete or continuous time, one may

"". easily derive a variety of old and new results on predictable transformations~which preserve the distribution of an exchangeable sequence or process. The same

method yields a general result about reduction of continuous local martingales

and marked point processes to independent Gaussian and Poisson random fields.

i Short title: Decoupling in exchangeability

AMS 1980 subject classifications: Primary 60G09, 60H05; secondary 60G44, 60G55,

,- 60J30.

- Key words and phrases: Stochastic integrals, product moments, invariance in
~distribution, i.i.d, sequences, Levy processes, martingales, point processes,

Brownian bridge, random time change.



1. Introduction

A finite or infinite sequence of random variables = is said to be

exchangeable, if any sequence ( k .) with distinct non-random indices

kl1k 2, ... has the same distribution. The predictable sampling theorem of [12]

(cf. Doob (1936) and [10] for special cases) states that the invariance extends

to predictable transformations, in the sense that

for any sequence of a.s. distinct predictable stopping times T . taking
12'

values in the index set of g. Here predictability may be defined in terms of

the induced filtration, or more generally (cf. [121).

The above result can be restated in terms of sums of the form kk' where

is a predictable random sequence, such that the associated counting

measure p(B)=Z k(B)=ZIB(lk) is a.s. non-random. In fact, it is easily seen

to be equivalent (under suitable summability conditions) that the distribution

of Zkjk should only depend on P -I and P,. In particular, we get the same

distribution if we take g and I to be independent with the same marginal

distributions, so any distributional property may be obtained through decoupling.

In this paper we shall show (under suitable integrability conditions) that

the d-th moment E(2kk1k)d may be computed by decoupling already under the

weaker assumption that the sums m be non-random for all md, or for all m<d-I

when the sequences are infinite. In the easy special case of i.i.d. sequences

and d=l or 2, the results reduce to the classical Wald identities. The results

for finite sequences seem to be new already for d=l, and yield some surprising

conclusions about finite games (e.g. lotteries, card games), which were discussed

extensively in [11].

It is interesting to notice that the predictable sampling property in (1)

may be easily recovered from the set of all decoupling identities as above with

varying d. In fact, taking I to be non-random, and assuming for simplicity that

the k are bounded while k 0  for all but finitely many k, it is clear that M
k



is non-random for all m, so all moments of the sum -kk can be computed through

decoupling. Since the moments determine the law in this case, we obtain the

decoupling property of the distribution, which was noted above to be equivalent

to (1). In the same way, extensions of the moment formulas in different directions

may be used to prove extensions of (1).

With no extra effort, we shall actually obtain multivariate versions of the

moment identities described above. Thus {=(ljk' j=l,...,d, k=1,2 .... ) will be

d
assumed to form an exchangeable 2equence in R , while 1= Ijk) will be a corresponding

predictable sequence. It will then be seen in Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 that (under

suitable integrability conditions) the product moment

d
,' E 7 _ Z jkljk (2)

jil k"j'j=l k

4 may be computed by decoupling, provided that the sums

SL Tr Jjk' Jc , ..... dy, (3)

are a.s. non-random. This result may be used to prove a multivariate version of the

"- predictable sampling theorem (Proposition 6.1), stating that the distribution of

Rd
a sequence g in R is invariant under possibly different predictable permutations

in the d components, provided that 1; has the same property with respect to non-

random permutations.

The situation in continuous time is similar, though both statements and proofs

rely on stochastic calculus. Recall (cf. [121) that a process X on I=[O,l] or R+

is said to be exchangeable, if it starts at 0 and is continuous in probability,

and if any set of increments over disjoint intervals of equal length forms an

exchangeable sequence. Such a process X is known to have a right-continuous

"-4 version, which forms a semimartingale with respect to the induced standard (i.e.

X
right-continuous and complete) filtrationTr . The prop-rty corresponding to (1)

is the fact (cf. [12)) that the process

XU l(t) = IhU <ttdX tel, (4)

.I'. denoting the indicator function of the set in brackets) has the same finite-

dimensional distributions as X, whenever the process U is predictable and I-valued

44 2



with measure preserving paths (in the sense that AU-1 =1 a.s., with A denoting

Lebesgue measure on I). Equivalently, assuming V to be predictable and suitably

integrable on I, and such that the measure v=1V is a.s. constant, the distribution

of the integral f VdX will only depend on PV and PX-1 . Under the weaker assumption

that TVmd2k be non-random for m<d (or for m<d-I when I=R+ ), we shall again obtain

decoupling identities for the moments E(\VdX)d , and similarly in the multivariate

case (Theorems 4.1 and 5.1), and as before all these identities together may be
U

* used to recover the predictable invariance property XU X and its multivariate

counterpart (Proposition 6.1).

Only for processes on R do we get a simple explicit expression for the

9 moments, It is not clear whether tractable formulas are obtainable in the other

three fundamental cases (processes on [0,1] and finite or infinite sequences),

for the moments themselves or for suitable linear combinations. Another open

question is whether similar results exist for Ef( .Ck1k) or Ef(fVdX) with functions

f other than polynomials (unless y or V is assumed to be non-random).

When X has continuous paths, hence in particular for the Brownian bridge and

motion, it turns out that constancy of the first and second order integrals fV.dA

and fVidV d (in some cases only of the latter) suffices to obtain moment identities

of arbitrary order. Thus we get in this case a correspondingly richer class of

' predictable transformations which preserve the distribution of X (Proposition 6.3).

Our arguments may be extended to the context of general continuous local

martingales M and (quasi-leftcontinuous) point processes N, yielding a wide class

of predictable transformations mapping M into a Gaussian random field and N into

an independent Poisson field, both defined on abstract spaces. From this result

(Theorem 6.4) one can read off the classical reductions of M to a Brownian motion

and N to a Poisson process through a random time-change (Kunita & Watanabe (1967),

Papangelou (1972)), as well as their multivariate extensions (Knight (1970), Meyer

(1971); cf. Ikeda & Watanabe (1981)). One may also deduce a related time change

result for integrals with respect to p-stable motion, due in the symmetric case
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to Rosinski & Woyczy'ski (1986). A further application is to substochastic

translations of random point fields, as considered in Matthes, Kerstan & Mecke

* (1978). In the present paper we shall only give some simple examples indicating

the power of the general result. Further details and extensions will be given

elsewhere. We might mention here that an entirely different type of random time

change for random point fields in the plane has been considered by Merzbach &

Nualart (1986).

Let us next recall some basic facts from exchangeability theory (cf. [61).

In each of the four cases of discrete or continuous, bounded or unbounded time,

there is a de Finetti-type theorem exhibiting the general distribution as a

unique mixture of ergodic ones. The infinite ergodic sequences are of course the

' i.i.d. ones, while the finite ergodic sequences are those obtainable (in

distribution) through successive drawing without replacement from a finite

I. *% population.

An R d-valued process on [0,1] is ergodic exchangeable iff it is distributed

as some process of the form

X = t + dB + 1 f-(lj 'k t - t) tE[O,], (5)
k=l

wherecK and rl'r 32'. are d-vectors with I Ik 12 while C is a (dxd)-matrix,

. 1,"2 .... are i.i.d. U(0,1) (uniformly distributed on [0,11), and B is an independent

d
Brownian bridge on R . Note that the summation in (5) holds in the sense of a.s.

convergence uniformly on [0,1] (cf. [81). Write for the covariance matrix T

(T for transpose) and r for the counting measure Z on R \N0}, and note that

Px determines and is determined by the triple An ergodic exchangeable

process with this distribution is said to be directed by (o,pl).

The situation for R d-valued processes on R is similar. Here the ergodic

exchangeable processes are the so called Levy processes, which by definition ire

right-continuous, starting at 0, and with stationary independent increments. The

Le/y-Khlncnir representation of an integrable Levy process X in Rd a De written

in the form

4



I T iux d
uexp(iuX 

=  itu " -+ t(e -l-iux)(dx) ueRdexp~uX = -~ug + Jux~J.~(6)
for some d-vector Y, some covariance matrix , and some Levy measure V on R \{O}

t.'-.S, , x- 2A xl
satisfying x x)V(dx)4<P. (Here, u should be interpreted as a row vector.

and X, ( and x as column vectors.) In this case, PX -l and (QtV) determine each

' . :other uniquely, and we shall say that X is directed by the triple

For clarity and convenience, we shall delimit ourselves in this paper to the

ergodic cases, which cover most of the interesting applications (including

empirical processes, as well as sampling sequences and their continuous time
approximations). In discrete time, our results can easily be extended to the non-

ergodic case, by conditioning on the (permutation) invariant oa-field (cf. Aldous

(1985)). In continuous time the same procedure gives formally the right answers,

but seems harder to justify. To get around the difficulties vith corditioni-ng,

one may instead go through the proofs in this paper, to check that everything

carries over with obvious changes to the non-ergodic case. We omit the details.

On the other hand, we do consider the case of general filtrationsf'=(7) or
n

"( t ). Recall [10,121 that a sequence = is said to be F-exchanceable,

i- -t 5 '--adated, and if the subsequence + -+2 i onditioall.

exchangeable, given R7, for every nEZ . The definition in continuous time is
n +

similar. Note that exchangeability implies 7-exchangeability in both cases, with

".as the induced (standard) filtration, and that conversely 17-exchangeability

with an arbitrary T implies exchangeability in the ordinary sense. Note also that

every ergodic 7-exchangeable infinite sequence is r-i.i.d, in the sense of being

both i.i.d, and F-Markov, and similarly that every ergodic 7 -exchangeable process

I,%_, , R "- " L'v'!

Ifa process X on [0,1] is ergodic -exchangeable with distinct jump vectors

13k' then X itself has an a.s. representation as in (5) with the Tk i.i.d. U(0,1),

and such that each process f'r_t is T-exchangeable with compensator log(l-tAT-k

(cf. [12]). Though this may not be true in general, it is easy to see that a

representation as above will always exist on a suitable extension of the basic

probability space (11.,0 ,P) with associated standard filtration T'. (See Section 5

,.,,,



for a general discussion of extensions.) Since extensions don't affect the

definition of stochastic integrals (cf. Theorem 9.26 in Jacod (1979)), we may

henceforth assume for the sake of simplicity that any process X as above has an

a.s. representation (5) with the stated properties.

Throughout the paper we shall need efficient existence criteria and maximum

inequalities for stochastic sums and integrals, to be provided in Section 2. The

results may be new and perhaps of some independent interest already for i.i.d.

sequences and Le'vy processes (Propositions 2.1 and 2.2), where they follow by

iterated use of the BDG (Burkholder-Davis-Gundy) inequalities. The corresponding

* theory for stochastic integrals SVdX on (0,11 is somewhat harder, but simplifies

when SVdA is non-random, since in that case (and under suitable moment restrictions)

VdX=SUdM for some martingale M and predictable process U. This key result

(Proposition 2.6) gives a clue to the decoupling property for d=l. A similar

identity may be proved in discrete time, but will not be needed in this paper.

- General background on exchangeability is provided by Aldous' (1985) lecture

notes, supplemented by the author's papers [6], [7] and [10111. Standard

terminology, notation and results from stochastic calculus will usually be taken

for granted, and the reader may e.g. consult Dellacherie & Meyer (1975, 1980) or

Jacod (1979) for details. In this paper, Lebesgue integrals will often be written

without 'dt' or 'dA'. We shall further write a c b instead of a=O(b). Finally,

L -norms are defined with respect to the basic probability P, if nothing else is

stated.

'p
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2. Stochastic sums and integrals

Here we shall first study predictable summation with respect to Li.d. sequences

where the underlying filtration7T=(7) is indexed by Z+={O,l,.....

Recall that a sequence ,1'2,...) is said to be 7-predictable, if n is ?n l

measurable for each nEN={l,2,..}.

Proposition 2.1. Let7 be a filtration on Z+, and let and I be infinite

random sequences in R, such that g is '-i.i.d. while is 7 -predictable. Fix p>l,

and write p'=pA,2 and p"=pv 2. Then

E s u p n k k IE PI p  E j ! k + E PII p E j . k lp " (1)

n k=1n 1 I

When the bound is finite, the sequence

n n
Jn = l k - (E l) _I  n Z+, (2)

converges a.s. and defines an L -martingale on Z+= 0,I . .

Proof. We may assume that the right-hand side of (1) is finite, and write

Ik-Ek. Since t and Ik are integrable and independent for each k, the products

form a martingale difference sequence. Hence we get by the BDG inequality

n p p0 n
E sup E k /__ + E sup _

n kkl. n k=1

Lk=l ' +

Iterating the procedure, we get after m steps, with 2mE(p,2p],

- r 1m p-m
.sup ,n-I r -rp2 + in )2mp2

rklk(. n I = + k Ik

where we define = , and then recursively

g~r~) ((r) (r) 2,

k k - ) , r=O,....m-l. (4)

The above argument is justified by the fact that

E (r) p2  r
El,4I El-, Ip, r=O,....m(

i"'hich follows recursively from (4), if i.ie .rite for r=O ... .-

014
'p
: 7



L , -r-I-r r P -r -

jrI) p2 -) r) p2 kr)l2 p r ) jr)( p2.

Comparing (1) and (2), it is seen that the first terms agree. For the last term

in (2), we get by subadditivity and independence

2E ,. Jg(m)fp 2  
p m) p2 - E m  

(6)
E" 4 I z Ek Ikjp I EI 'k I  . 6

"k=l k=l k k=l

Note also that, by subadditivity,

Sp"/ 2

S=I r J I k j

We now get (1) by combining (3) and (5)-(7). The last assertion follows, since

the martingale in (2) is uniformly integrable when the bound in (1) is finite. l

Stochastic integration with respect to Lvy processes was studied extensively

S in [9], and the following result extends the simple Corollary 4.1 of [9].

Prposition 2.2. Let be a standard filtration on R, and let X and V )e

2
R-valued processes on R+, such tha- X is --Lvy and directed by (',o2 ,iV) while

V is F-predictable. Fix p>l, and write p'=p^2 and p"=p V2. Then

"t- JV + dPEjV2 )Q 2

t 0

+ (S xIP 9(dx))P /2  + Ix iPV!(dx)J E[( Vj p ' ) p"/ 2  + iVI p(

in the sense that fVdX exists and satisfies (8) when the bound is finite. In this

case, the process

t+
M t = VdX - v, t>, (9)

0 0

converges a.s. as t-o-- and defines an L -martingale on R+ =[0,o].

For our current and future needs, let us record the well-known norm

interpolation formula

I I f" 0 flr< p < q r, (10)

valid in arbitrary measure spaces. For a simple proof, note that loglIfI0l/t is

convex in t>0 by Hlder's inequality.

8
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P'oof. To p 8), "-ear e c -,L Jeco'mpo -

diffusion and purely discontinuous co-Donerts, and to prov, (8) for each. Now

(8) ;s trivial if X is linear, and if X is a Bro.,nian motion the integral

Drocess gVdX is a continuous local :,artingale ..4ith quadratic variation ,

so (8) follows by the BDG inequality. It thus remains to consider the case when

X is purely discontinuous and centered.

Letting mnN .ith 2mE(P, 2 p], and proceeding :, "terated formal aopl cation

of the BDG inequality, ve then get as in the last proof

" t+ p m- I d- r p2 -r 1 0 2 rlp2r d2 mp2 -

E sup V m ES(dX) E V + E V2 (dX)2p , (11)
-. t 0 r 00i!: :? where

V'. i+ r  r

S(dX) = Z (AX s 2 r, t_ rEN. (12)
'0 s m t

To justify (11), we need to show that the stochastic integral processes VdX and

t+ 2r 2r 2 r

g v (dX) -E(dX) tO, r=l ..- , (13)

exist and are local martingales. But this holds by Definition 2.46 in Jacod (1979),

provided that the right-hand side of (11) is finite. It is thus enough to show

that the latter expression is bounded by the one in (8).

To see this, note that

E Z'!,X , = tS xjq (dx), q>O, t>O, (14)
s< t

and that the jump process J on the left of (14) is again %'-Levy, provided that

q>p'. Thus J is compensated, for q([p',p], by the function on the right of (14),

and we get bv the subadd iivity of xp2  and the predictability of IVI

.2 
_m-

E V2dX 2 m  <E V 'OX P EJV J/xPj V(dx). (15)
5:-tip t'-0

Tne estimate in (8) now follows from (11) by means of (10), (12), (14) and (15).

The last assertion follows from the fact that finiteness in (8) implies uniform

integrabil ity of the process SVdX.

% •N.
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The remainder of this section is devoted to stochastic integration with

i* respect to ergodic exchangeable processes on [0,1], and we begin with a general

existence theorem.

Proposition 2.3. Let-" be a standard filtration on [0,11, and let X and V

be R-valued processes on [0,1], such that X is ergodic?-exchangeable and directed

by (o, or2 P) while V isF-predictable. Fix pE(0,2] and E>0 with E>O if p,l, and

such that 11Pk1P" , that od=0 if p<2, and thato =k . if p--] Then, jdXI_____ , _ __ f . Th n \Vd

A exists on [0,11 provided that

IIIlPv -t)%t-<oo a.s. (16)

, Note in particular that (16) holds if 3 vjrV<oo a.s. for some rzp. Weaker

conditions for integrability on intervals [0,t] with t-l may be obtained by

adaption of the methods in [9].

Here and below we shall use the fact (cf. [121) that X is a special semi-

martingale on [0,1] with canonical decomposition of the form

-t X -0
- = M - S s ds, tE[0,1], (17)

t t 0  1-s

where M is an L 2-martingale with associated quadratic variation process

[MM- = [xx] = t + _k<t tE[Ol]. (18)
~k=1V

Proof. When p.<, we may clearly assume that (5=0, U=jj, IP1jl PDo and

3vP-c a.s., and it is then enough to show that VdX exists as a Lebesgue-

Stieltjes integral, i.e. that

SV'dXj = j Qr -cc a.s. (19)
0 j=l j

To see this, write

=t jl j__ t [O,l], (20)

..' and note that Y is compensated by the process with density

N ,,-t It k ' r >-- ,1( 1

• - "k= I'

t,.- '-.Ik0

10



By subadditivity and dual predictable projection, we get

E.{SIVI dXij p  E IfijV..I P = EJ I IVPdY = ES IVI p N. (22)

j=l j 0 0

The same relation holds with V replaced by the predictable processes

Vn(t) = V(t),l t .4 n}, t([0,1], neN, (23)

where rl,cr2 .... denote the [0,l]-valued stopping times

o n sup t<Il; JVpN_ , nEN, (24)

0
so we get

10 n + gV(1dX1 a.s., neN. (25)

To obtain (19), it remains to notice that I =1 for all sufficiently large n,

n

which holds since N is a positive martingale and therefore a.s. bounded.

Let us next assume that pE.(l,2] and 1 jPy-o, and that (16) holds for

some F>0. Then SIVtcoo a.s., so we may further takeo.=O. Starting with the case

when (5=0, and defining M, Y and N by (17), (20) and (21), we get by (18), Jensen's

inequality, subadditivity and dual predictable projection

I! 2p12p22121ppV2 /2
.E 1 V d[M,M]}j =~j 21p4E; 1

(26)

SE 2 V. P = E Ivdy = E Iv I N .

j j 0 0

Replacing V by the processes V in (23), we get from (26)

ESnV d[MM] < P , nEN, (27)

with the on given by (24). As before, oa =I for sufficiently large n, so VdMn ~nI

exists by Definition 2.46 in Jacod (1979). If instead p2 and a,-0, we get in

place of (26)

SE dI MM ] = E fTV 2 + l2. }K E2 1(2+Nt)dt, 
28)

0 
j

and the existence of SVdM follows as before.

To -or-plete the proof for p> 1 , it remains to shoo, that V K Lete-que-Se ..

II



iitegrable qith respect to the second component in (17), i.e. that V X /(I-t ;s

t t

~- Lebesgue integrable over [0,I). To see this, conclude from Ho"lder's inequality that

I I' /q

t idt 4 tpItd PSjtqIt-'dt (29)

0 1-t U~
-1 -1 , -1

where p +q =1 and q'=(l-Ep )q<q, and note that the first factor on the right

is a.s. finite by (16). To show that even the second factor is finite a.s., we

may assume that lcq'-<q, since (l-t) -  is non-decreasing in q'. In that case

4 -1
there is a p'>p satisfying p' +q' 1, and by Theorem 2.1 in [7] we get

IxtIP'- -t a.s. as t-+ 1, so

-q' -q'+q/p'
I X tq(,_t (l-t) s.

which is integrable over [0,I), since -q'+q/p' -b.-q'+q'/p' = -1.

2
For the remainder of this section, we assume that , X, V, (,o ) p and E

are such as in Proposition 2.3. We shal! further assume that (1.5) holds for

some B and TI T 2 .... with the stated properties. Let us write V=SV when the

integral exists.

Proposition 2.4. For pcl, we have

-0d = a s (30)

while for p>l,

VdX =c< + Tj VdB + jp.(v -T a.s., (31)
0 0 j= j

.,. where the series on the right converges in probability.

The proof requires a lemma of some independent interest.
-l

Lemma 2.5. For fixed rE[0, p- A 1) we have

lim sup (t(l-t)) - r . ( {r.j tj-t) = 0 a.s. (32)

-_n-o t j=n

If instead 1 < r< p , we get

n i s tr J- j . t =0 a.s. (33)
n i-sup t =n =

12

......... ".'
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The second part is stated here only for completeness and will not be needed

in this paper. It follows easily by combination of Theorem 2.1 in [7] and

Theorem 3 in [8]. Alternatively, it may be obtained by adaption of the following

argument to the case r>l.

Proof for rcl. We may clearly assume that p>-l. Let us introduce the

martingale M'=X /(l-t). By the BDG inequality, the exchangeability of [X,X],

and the subadditivity of xp/2 we get for 0 < t < t+h 1/2

E[I t E [p [m, EE([X,XJt+1)P/2 1tjNlh E/ Mt+MtPITO tj E[(e. ,E[( t t+)/1]

E(EX,X]2h)P/ 2 = E( 2 -lj<2h})P12

E I IP-1 j1tgh} = 2h j I Pjp.
,3 j '

Hence we obtain for any O=to<t < .... ct =t4l/2

"''L ZE[ M' -M t tl

We may then conclude from Lemma 2.3 in [9] that, for some constant c>0 and for

any increasing and continuous function g: R+- R+

P sup >E 2 du -- 0. (34)

Here the left-hand side depends only on g(x) for 2xcZffj.p, so we may choose

g(x)=(x/c)pr for such x and let I/g be integrable on (O,9o), to obtain

>0

Pftsup Xtlt-r. } .- PE 1( 3fP F->0. (35)1/2 -- j= l

Applying (35) and the corresponding inequality for t>1/2 to the processes in-
(32), we obtain as n--

sup (t(1t))-r l j(l{t.<t -t) I  P-. O. (36)
t j n

It follows in particular that the processes on the left have paths in D[0,111].

Since the individual terms are independent, it follows by Theorem 3 in [8] that

the convergence in (36) is in fact a.s.

13
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. The result for pcl was established in the proof

of Proposition 2.3, so it remains to take p>l. Since (31) is trivial when the

sum in (1.5) is finite, it is enough to prove that SVdXn---0, where X is the..Jn n

A." sum in (1.5) for j>n. Writing M and N for the associated martingales M and N

n n

in (16) and (21), and introducing the stopping times

-- rn = sup t ~ l ; S J V J p N < 11, n:N, (37)

n n 

we get as before, by the BDG inequality and dual predictable projection,
I f'.*.a[+ -p/2 1

E a- nE VdM E n nMn] /2e E I A Id[IVI • . (38)Jo0 j 0 n n, I0 I" --

Now N 40 as n--oo, so JVlPN --. o a.s. by dominated convergence, and therefore

cr n=1 for all sufficiently large n, while the integral on the left of (38) tends

to zero in probability. Thus fVdMnP-0o.

To prove the corresponding result for the compensating term, let p +q =1,

q'=q(l-E/p), and r+q'- 1=1, where we may assume that l<q' .q, so that O<rp l.

Using H Ider's inequality as in (29), we get

1 V(t)Xn t(t) ( -)qr -q '  sup n (39)

, '"0 1-t 0 1 - t) so t r

Here the first two factors on the right are a.s. finite as before, while the

last one tends to zero a.s., by Lemma 2.5.

The next result gives the fundamental connection to martingales when V is

constant, and will play a key role in Section 4. Recall that M is the martingale

in (16).

Proposition 2.6. Let p>l, and assume that V is a.s. non-random. Then

V =dX o + (Vt- )dM a.s. (40)
0ot t so tt s t

For the proof we shall need the first part of the following lemma. The

second part will be needed later.

.414
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Lemma 2.7. Let the function f: R+---R be locally integrable, and define

gt = I ds, t>O.
t0

Then we have for any p 1. and r>O
"p

Sol gt Ipt- rdt < (P l) f Iftpt-r d t. (41)

If f is square integrable on [0,1], we have in addition

1 1
S(f-g )2d = S 2(ft-gl)2dt" (42)

Proof. To prove (41), we may clearly assume that f>O and ff 0, and by monotone

convergence we may further assume the support of f to be compact in (0,0), so

that the left-hand side of (41) is finite and strictly positive. Writing Ft=tg

and letting p +q =I, we get by partial integration and Holder's inequality

. t t =  F trPdt P FP-f t-rP+dt = t

Sr+p 0 rt fCOt-p

from ,hich (41) follows if we divide by the second factor on the right.

In particular, fEL 2[0,1] implies g L 2[0,1] , and in that case we get by

repeated use of Fubini's theorem

"4"~ 2gd S I 1s2dS 2fF t

g "ds = s- 2F2ds = 2s ftF dt = 2Sf t s-2 ds
oO 0 0 t

= 2ft Ft(tt -l)dt = 2 f dt - g

4 Thus

+.C. C2 ,fl,Cr
j (f_g)2 = -f2 -2fg - 2Sfg + 2Sfg _ g I (g 1)2 .

Proof of Proposition 2.6. First note that the stochastic integral in (40)

exists by Lemma 2.7 and by the proof of Proposition 2.3. Since M is clearly

2 independent ofc<, we may assume thato=O. Define M'=X /(l-t) as before, and
t t*

conclude from It3 's formula and (17) that

dX = (l-t)dM t - M'dt = dM - M'dt. '43)
t t t t t

15
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Integrating (stochastically) by parts and using the constancy of V, we get for t--1

VsM'dS = M ' V ds - r dM' V dr d M  V dr - MI Vsds,

5 t S 5 r 5Vr M' 5
0 0 0 0 0 5 t

so by (43)

*oVsdX = (V V rdr)dMs + -t Vt ds. (44)
o J0 s t

Thus (40) follows by dominated convergence for stochastic integrals, provided

v e can show that the last term in (44) tends to zero as t- 1. To see this, use

Holder's inequality with p-+q =I along with formula (18) above, to obtain

an I t _' 1 0 s)E q/p } I f P lpos) -E. U PiI tI ) I -E p

It jt 1-t t( t" IV '

and recall that the right-hand side goes to zero a.s., by Theorem 2.1 in [7].

We conclude this section by proving a maximum inequality, similar to those in

Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, for the stochastic integral in Proposition 2.6. Let us

" then denote the integrand by U, i.e.

S=v -- Vds, tE[O,1). (45)
t t l-t

" The constant p may now be different from that in Proposition 2.3.

Proposition 2.8. Assume that V exists and is a.s. non-random. Fix constants

p~l and q-.2p, and write p'=pA2 and p"=pV2. Then

t P p/2P'1/
2 f1 /q/

E sup JUdM(. dPE3 V2  + f p  E Vjq  (46)
"w e e t o s- ' 0 i I 1 f

where the process fUdM exists as a martingale whenever the right-hand side is

finite. In that case also, the series in (31) converges in Lp

Proof. Assume that the right-hand side of (46) is finite. Then we know that

SUdM exists as a local martingale. To prove (46), conclude from the BDG inequality

V.

and (18) that

E su t dIp E r2~ ,Ip/
2

, 0. 0
E UO T-

t 0

16
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Since U MC ~V Oy Lemma 2.7, it remalnv, to estimate the second term o~n t' C

If p42 , we get by subadditivity

E{ 2U II4 E Ur(p 4 Iff3]P sup EIU.(p.

If instead p>2, we obtain by HO5der's inequality

{ 2 E( 2 I 1tJ'P4J sup EI I.
Thus it suffices in both cases to show that

supEU EV qpq(7

To see this, use dual predictable projection, HO"lder's inequality with r=(l-p/q)-

Fubini's theorem, and Lemma 2.7, to obtain

EJIU. P ES I U tPd (I{Z'.<tl) ES 1 ut' dt 4 {E S 1Ulj 1  {E (l-t) -rlr

I p/q Ir
4 f JOV~q {f (It)lr I

This completes the proof of (46). In particular, it follows by uniform

integrability that the process IJUdM is a martingale. To prove the last assertion,

write X nfor the sum in (1.5) over indices j>n, let M nbe the corresponding

martingale M in (17), and conclude from Propositions 2.4, 2.6 and 2.8 that

. 0 
p " / 2 fEpI p / q

I I P 5)I soIj J nI fj ,

j=n Th! =nnI

where the right-hand side tends to zero as ni-p-o.

W
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3. Finite and infinite sequences

Our aim in this section is to prove decoupling identities for exchangeable

sequences in . Thus .ie take the k-th element in I to be a random vector

(9 and S itself to be an array =( jk ) , where jE.{l,... ,d} while

...... I or k j.{,...,n} for some nGN. The associated filtration7=( k) is

then indexed by Z+--O,l .... or {O,...,n., respectively. We emphasize that 7-

exchangeability is to be understood in the joint sense in this section, i.e.

the random vectors 4.,, 2 .... are assumed to form an exchangeable sequence.

Along with we also consider a predictable sequence =(1.)=(jjk) in Rd, where

j and k range over the same index sets as before.

We shall first consider the case of finite sequences I and ?I. both of length

nEN. Let us then introduce the sums

n n
Rj = k.=ljjk' Sj 7 ''jk' 0 # JCVl.....dJ. (1)

k=l jiJ k jCJ

Recall that a finite exchangeable sequence S=(g jk ) is ergodic, if the counting

n (':'7. Su = = k(B) f- ik; .k .B1 - ,  BCR d  (2)

k=l .

is non-random. In this case each R is constant, like any function of which is

invariant under permutations in index k. Our basic assumption is that even the

sums S be non-random. In addition to this we shall need a technical condition,

to ensure the existence of moments:

(C1 ): There exist constants pl P ... d>l with Tp I<, such that

EIIklJ<C, j=l,...,d, k=l,...,n.

Theorem 3.1. Let 7 be a filtration on {O,...,nj. and let and I be random

n-sequences in R , such that is ergodic 7-exchangeable while 7 is 7-predictable.

Assume that (C1 ) is fulfilled, and that S, is a.s. non-random for every JC l,...,dJ.

Thend
T- e- ' 'd n

K Ed = E T 1 g jT?)jk = d{Rj'sj) ", ,3)

04 18
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a. -1
for some polynomial P in the sums R andS In particular El=n R SI, and under

nd 11 -J

the further assumption R.=S.=O we have
a..,I - j- J-

I n
E2 = n-I R12S12' E3 = (n-l)(n-2) R123 S123" (4)

A slightly more general statement will be proved in Lemma 3.4. But first we

need to prove a couple of preliminary results, where the first one will also be

-\ useful later on.

Lemma 3.2. For x kER, j=l,...,d, ktN, with

d'-a

IT I xjI (5)
j=i k=l

define

P 1' j k.6
- k. j=l j

where the summation extends over all choices of distinct kl,.., kd EN. Then P is

.. a polynomial in the sums

Si7T Xj< 0 # JCJIl, .. .d
k=l jEJ

- Proof. For d=l we have P=SI, and we shall proceed to general d>-l by induction.
Thus assume that the corresponding quantity with products over jr{l,...,d-,}is

a polynomial Pd-I in the sums Sj with 0 # JCl,...,d-l-. Then we get, with

-. k distinct throughout,

aa. d d-I
IT[ xj kj 7-- x xj , :Xd, kd

(k j=l j' j kd k jt k d

•l-'.'. d-lk

7 T xj,k (S d - 1 Xd, k
k l, ... kd- I  j=l , j i<d i

d-1
Sd 7T xjik - X i,k i Xdk 71 xjk

k I ...,k j= ,j . .d k k i i j~i,d 'Io d - j = . -••

Sd Pd 1 (sit C ., 1 - Pd J1 ' . .

where

,,' J. =

.'" ' J U dj, iEJ.

Thus the statement remains true in the case of d factors. C

% 19
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Lemma 3.3. The assertions of Theorem 3.1 are true when is non-random.

Proof. Writing Ir for an arbitrary partition of the set {l .... ,d} into at

most n subsets J, and (k ) for an arbitrary collections of distinct indices kj,

JETr, 4e get by the assumptions on

d n
E iT 7I 9jkk 7 E7T 7T k j.
j1 k= =I (k jE j

I, S.)7 7{W ~ j "q j
rr (k .EJk} fj

(n-) ! f~ r ~ { 7

n! f(: ,kT'"j ,jkj J)7 T kj ,j

I' q-' ~ " (ni) (k je'fjkj kJ  i j kj

which has the asserted form by Lemma 3.2.

For d=l, we get in particular

n n -
""" = (' 1 k I I'

,? -. k=l k= -
To get E and E without effort when R.S.=O--, note that E is homogeneous of

2 3 d

*i degree d in both the *k and the jk, so that necessarily

E = cR S E = cR S2 2 12 12' 3 3 123 123'

for some constants c2 and c3. The latter may easily be obtained by direct

computation in some simple example. We omit the details.

Lemma 3.4. Let , g and I be such as in Theorem 3.1, except tn at the measure

and the sums Sj are only assumed to be 7o-measurable, the former with bounded
J 0

support. Then

d

E[.T 1 - . kio] = PRJSI. a~8)
j=1 k=lJ

for some polynomial Pnd in the sums Rj and Sj.

Proof. Let us first notice that the product in (8) is intearable by (C1)

and HIder's inequality, so that the conditional expectations here and below

exist. The statement of the lemma is trivially true for nAd=O, if the product

over an empty set is taken to be one. We shall proceed to qeneral n>l by induction.

so assume that the statement is true with n replaced by n-I and for all d. Writinq

4, 20
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J for an arbitrary subset of {l...,d}- we get

d n n
E[ 7T 7 5 E[ k: 7T g, 1 X I 7T jjk r

j=l k= IJ i i jEJ k=2

n (9)

.J ikJ jE J =2

Now the sums
" x n

jk j 1 . C{,....,d,
k=2 jU 0E # .

are T-measurable, while the measure

n

k=2 .k =.1

is %-measurable, so the induction hypothesis shows that the inner conditional

expectations
n

E[ 7T 2 jk 1

are polynomials in the sums Si, IC{I.d}, as well as in the variables

with j=l,...,d and k=2,...,n. Thus the sum in (9) is a polynomial in the sums

Sj, in the random variables 7l11 .... dl' and in the conditional product moments

of the variables ljk, given

Let us now introduce an array '=(9k ) , by suitable randomization, such

that ' is conditionally independent of ', given 70, with the same conditional

distribution as . (This amounts to a randomization of the order between the vectors

"~. Wri~Writ 7 . ... 'k) for k=O,...,n, and note that the.I' .n" -)k V ' ' k

hypotheses of the lemma remain fulfilled for the triple (', ',1). Repeating

the above computation in the new situation, and noting that the result depends

only on quantities which are the same in both cases, we get a.s.

d n d n d n
E[7" , jkljkI' ] = E[ ., k1jkITO 1  = E[E[ .1 ,j ]

j=l k=l j=l k-lI~ j=l k

But Lemma 3.3 shows that the inner expectation on the right is a polynomial Pnd

in the sums R and S (Note that the sums R are the same for 9 and 9'.) Since

I-! the latter are 7'-measurable, this proves the assertion for sequences of length r,
0

and hence completes the induction.

21
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• " This also completes the proof of Theorem 3.1, so we may turn to the case of
-.. ,

infinite sequences. Here we shall write

= 7T~j1, M=jl-pj), s J Y 'lj k 0
j~J j4J k=l jE.J

- 4henever these quantities exist. Let us further introduce the condition

(C2): There exist some constants pl,,...,pd>l with Ip- <1, such that

,Ek lIEk1?1. kt + Ejijl E ]j J k - j=l,.. .

J 11 II-l'j

where p'=pjA2 and p'p. V 2 .

Theorem 3.5. Let" 7be a filtration on Z+, and let and?7 be infinite random

sequences in Rd, such that 5 is T-i.i.d. while 1 is F-predictable. Let K1 ... K}.

be a partition of {l,....d}, such that the corresponding subarrays of are01

independent. Assume that (C2 ) is fulfilled, and that all products /,S, are a.s.

.. non-random, as well as all sums Sj with 2<.J-d and J K. for some i. Then

Ed = E '7 jkTjk I E iT 7p i jfrj1Pr,{Slj = E 7r I 7rsj P'.1I, (10)d j~ l k= ":j~ j i 7'. • i: i=1 W, ,7
-. . , ,r __ _ __ _

vhere 1. denotes an arbitrary partition of K. into subsets J, and where P and

PI. are polynomials in the sums S or moments wl, With I a union of sets in 7ri7r.

or a subset of some JEWI, respectively. In particular EI=.JIESI, and under the

further assumption jS.=0 we have E =p' ES and E = i2 3 ES 2 3 .

J- - 2 2 12 31

o ea-te .er ;ons of th is result a,, :e Dzta ed rc Tkpo ren 3, 'JugC' -

suitable approximation argument. However, a direct proof seems to be required

to obtain the above statement in its full strength. A similar remark applies to

the corresponding continuous time results in Theorems 4.1 and 5.1.

The theorem follows from Lemma 3.7 below. But first we need the result in

a special :ase.

Lemma 3.6. The conclusions of Theorem 3.5 are true when I is non-random.

Proof. First conclude from (C 2),  Proposition 2.1 and Holder's inequality

tha, Ed  exists. Froi (C2 it is furt her seen that S. exists whenever

22
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0

Finally , it is seen from LC ) and H61der's inequality that S exists for all
2J

J ,.I. t, . zJ>2, and tnat J exists for all J. Similar arguments show

that I can be approximated by a sequence with finitely many non-zero elements,

so 4e may assume that alreadyyl has this form.

By independence, Ed splits into a product of similar expressions, with

the products taken over the sets K ,K . It is thus enough to consider each

factor separately, so we may assume that m=l. Writing 7" for an arbitrary partition

of {l,...,d} into subsets J, and (ku) for a corrsponding assignment of arbitrary

distinct indices in N, we get

d >.o
E7T , j k1j k EZ 7TTj k k? ({T~~~T TfrE= k j k k

=l7r (k ) j jj J k k = jJ

By Lemma 3.2, the second factor on the right is a polynomial in the sums S .ith

I a union of sets in 7r. This proves the first representation in (10), and the

second one follows if instead we collect the terms corresponding to the different

products TTS,. The explicit formula for E,, and for E2 and E3 when Pj=O, are

easily obtained in this case by direct computation. If instead S.=0 for some j,

.-je may reduce to the case Pj=O by subtracting j from each 9jk' which neither

affects the sum 1.jkl}k nor the moments P12 and ?123"

Le-ma 3.7. Let 1, 4_ and I be such as in Theorem 3.5, except that the products

u.S. as wiell as the sums S with 2<'J<d and JCK. for some i are only assumed

to be o-measurable. Then

d m

E[7T jkVjkIO] = E[ 7r P,/ O] a.s., (,,)
-"j= l k= I ~jk : i l O

_ -jhere the P. are polynomials of the stated form.

Proof. First we note as before that the quantities involved in (11) exist

because of (C ). To prove (11), we shall proceed by induction over deZ+, starting
2

..ith the triviality 1=1 for d=O. Thus we fix a dN, and assume that the statement
-%

S rue for d iensions .Cd. Whenever S exists, .rite

23
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ii =~ IT? = -J 7T~1j' n(N ,
k>n jEJ kn jeJ

and note that the sequence (U j,n ) is predictable. By the induction hypothesis,

we may conclude that

E[ kI m =/( , a.s., nEN,

jeJ k>,

where the factors on the right are polynomials in the products P.Un with

jEJ(1K., in the moments PI with ICJI1K., and in the sums UI n with ICJr)K.
I ,

and 91>2. Letting J denote an arbitrary proper subset of fl,...,dand conditioning

in the n-th term below, first on ' and then on 7n-,, we obtain
d Ge EK n n-

. .. E[ 7T kjk'O =: E[ 7i~i Z " k'lo

j=l k=l J n=l i jEJ k>n

_[ '7 "- ij n i n rTiP JI Kr(P I'UlI,n['O

I ".J n=l if =l

j. jc 7- *'*1* II JnK fPI''I'nC

SThe remaining argument is similar to that in Lemma 3.4. Thus we construct

some =" independent of 7-= V , and putfor kZ
7b n pu Tk VK'.1 -- k) +*

Since the above computation gives the same result for the triple ("' 1'17) we get

d Y d ,>o d
E[ 7T ~2.k7] = E[7T F 'k~O E[EIIW I- ik .11-o] a.s.j=l k= j=l k=l j=l k-J

Here the right-hand side has the desired form by Lemma 3.6,which completes the

induction.

SZ..

-- o°oo
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4. Processes on [0,1]

In this sect ion we shall prove our decoupling identity for stochastic integrals

with respect to exchangeable processes on [0,11. So we consider R d-valued processes

X=(X 1' .. Xd) and V=(V ..... Vd) on [0,1], where X is ergodic exchangeable and

directed by ~4~q Put ci I/2 , and define for non-empty JC f ,...,d}

P Jk = TTijk' PJ = T- S B = I Pj k ,  (1)
j EJ k= _ Jk k=I

.= 7T v 9 S = 1 = 1T(v.-sj) , = V (2)

I i 0 jjJ

whenever these expressions make sense. Note that t3j is to be regarded as a measure

on R4.0J. We shall need the following condition.

(C3 ): There exist some constants p.>l and qj> 2 p. j=l,...,d, with .

and such that for every j

aoc 11ES5!vj + a'1E{S v~}J + II 1kI E11VI J CCO1 0 10 J -=I100

-.Theorem 4.1. Let " be a standard filtration on [0,1], and let X and V be

- R d-valued processes on [0,1], such that X i dic -exchangeable and directed

__ b (OC,H,2) while V isT'-predictable. Assume that (C3) is fulfilled, and that all th

products Ot.S. 3ijSi and SJ are a.s. non-random. Then

d I
E = E IT V.dX = 7OS Bj , ,d = 1 0 J  j , fik i jkji I

d = ~ ~,kJ

where the summation extends over all partitions 1of {1,...,d} into singletons iij,

pairs {j,k., and sets J with 7J>2, and where P/1" is a polynomial in te integrals

S; with I a subset of some_JE In particular E = OISI, and under the urt'er

assumption that oc.S.=0 we have E=(I2B)S2 and E3=B2S
./212121S2 l- '3=123Si23'

As in case of Theorem 3.5, there is also a dual form of (3), ..4itn B a-d S

interchanged in the last two factors, and with each P. a polynomial in the sums

B with I a union of sets JET. When X has finite variation, it is natural to

write c'= .B., and to replace (3) by
I '';j J J

04
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d I
E- BJ (4)d EJ jVd. 21o's.4/ ir.j~j=1 0 ir J ~ 1 J

where T denotes an arbitrary partition of {1,...,dJ. into singletons Jil and sets J,

and where P is a polynomial in the integrals S with I a subset of some Ji7Z.

For the proof of Theorem 4.1 we shall need two lemmas, where the first one

will also be needed later. Let us write M,-=supt1Mtj

Lemma 4.2. Let Ml1.. 11Md be continuous T7-martingales starting at 0, and such

that [Mp is a.s. non-random for i~j. Further assume that IIM,"II <.00a for
1ij 1 -

some constants p.>1 , j=l,...,d, where p-= Xp. <1. Then the martingale_
J-d

Mt =E[7T M (f-)I'Tt I t>o,

has a continuous version satisfying IM-j'.'C.OO, and moreover

11ili

where the summation extends over all partitions 1r of the set {l,...,dj into

pairs i,jJ.

Proof. Write

V(t) = [M.,M1 9' =ve) J=t),jJC: l ,. ..dJ ,

and conclude from Ito's formula that

d d~tS
7T M.(t) = IrM. dM. + 7M, dV 9 tio., (
j=l - ~ j=l 0 i~j , J J 0 i~J

~K. where the last summation extends over all (unordered) pairs JCl..d. Applying

this formula to the integrands in the last sum and proceeding recursively, we get

T M. Z~ (J7M.dM. + dV C C... YCd V J dM.
-J lck.d/2 J Jk I J 7

I k (8)

JI Jd/2 1/2

Ihere the last sum occurs only when d is even. Here the summations in the k-th

term extend over all sequences of disjoint pairs J,,... 9Jk{l.,) and over

remaining indices j, while the product in the integrand extends over all indices

% i4j outside J, i..., 9 Finally, the integration is taken over the set
k*
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)(tI , ... ERk+l ; t >tj>..._tk+l)O}. Similar conventions apply to the last

sum in (8).

We shall now use the fact that, if V l ... 9Vk are continuous functions of

bounded variation starting at 0, then

-wd k
V dv ... dV = V -,

r k j=l

where the summation extends over all permutations r=(rl, ...,rk) of (l,...,k).

Applying this to (8), we get

7FMj = WM~dM. +,1 7 7 5d7TVJ l M~dM. + 17TVJ (9)
i J lk d/2 r' j i I

where the inner summations in the k-th term extend over all (unordered) collections

..' of k disjoint pairs Jc{l,...,d}, and over remaining indices j, while the last

product is taken over all other indices i. Moreover, integration is now over the

set {(t R 2, t9 ; t >

Next we integrate by parts in (9) to obtain

TM. = '7MdM. + 7-Z 1JX7TVJWMi dM.i-S7TVi TM idM.if + ' TVJj J I Ik-cd/2 Irl j J ~'I ~J i' i'

Changing the order of summation and noting that the products 7Tvj(9)=TfPJ are

a.s. constant, we finally obtain

7rTM.-(go) = 0 T f{7Jp -W7VJJ M idM.i + 7rfJ, (10)
J i 0fU J J-I

where the inner summation in the first term extends over all partitions 7r' of

the set tl,...,d}\ jJ into pairs J plus a remaining set of indices i. The

assertions of the lemma will follow immediately from (10), if we can only prove

that the integral processes on the right are bounded by random variables in L .~P

To see this, let p =Pi w,j, and note by the BDG and H6lder

inequalities that

i pipj j - II[M I p J !11i i p. i M j Pi . j p.'-. J Ilj [MJi[M , j / 1/ / /

SBy the same inequalities, we hence obtain for fixed j and 7r' as above

! s P i { 7T j T v M d 
1jT Vj}2 I M2 d[m jm j] /2
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-- V -- ,1 li
j0 lip kk.V

Lemma 4.3. Let M be a continuous 7-martingaleon [0,I], let V I ... 9Vd (d>l) be

7f-predictable processes on [0,1] with Vl =...=SVd=O a.s., and let Tl ''l Td be

i.i.d. U(0,l) random variables such that the processes l{tL'j!tj are 7-exchangeable.

Assume for some constants p,q,..,q with p +27,qj .l that

E IM* '  ESIvjlqJ.C-00, j=l,.....d. (11)

Then d

E M, WTv.(T.) = 0. (12)
1 j=1 -i -

Proof. By Proposition 2.6 we have

V.(z.) V (t)d(1 _tj) U d j=l,. ..,d, (13)
J J

* 1 where the martingales M. and the predictable processes U. are given by. J J

M.(t) = l{T.j<tj - log(l-tA '.), tE[0,1], (14).- ' J - J

U.(t) = V.(t) - (s)ds, tE[Ol). (15)
tJ Jit

Since the martingale M and the integral processes Nj=SUjdMj are mutually orthogonal,

we get by Its's formula

t t+
M(t)j7T N(t) = So N dM + M 7o NAN. a.s., tk[0,l]. (16)

jl j 0 - j J

Thus (12) will follow if we can show that the integral processes on the right are

martingales.
- -I -I

To see this, choose p.< qj/2, j=l,...,d, such that p + p =1. Using the

BDG and Holder inequalities plus Proposition 2.8, we get from (11)

E sup 7[ N dM E N 2 d[M] 1/2 < E [MM] 1/2 N.

L;: 12 N-I,' E jVj 1= 0,,11. I M,M] I P1 " li T1 P1lp e

so by uniform integrability the integral on the left must be a martingale. In

the same way we get for j=l,...,d
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E sup/S M 71N dNjJ EjgM27TN'd[N.,PN.]
t 0' i~j i 0 i j i '

where the finiteness of the second expression shows that the stochastic integral

on the left is a local martingale, and hence justifies the use of the BDG

inequality in the first step.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Note first that Ed exists, in view of (C ) and

Propositions 2.6 and 2.8. By Proposition 2.4 we may integrate termwise in (1.5),

and by Proposition 2.8 it is enough to assume that X has finitely many jumps.

Writing X.(t)=X.(t)- D(.t, so that X.(1)=O, we get
J -J J J

E 7r VdX. = E 7dXS + V dX I TrCj Sj E V dX ,

j= 0 J  J I i J  J J jJ jEJ J J

where the summation extends over all subsets JCl,...,d. Thus we may further

assume that Sj=Sj=0.

For each j=l,...,d we write M. for the martingale component of B. and define
J J

U. by (15), so that

0VjdBj = s U dMj = Nj(1), j=l,...,d, (17)

by Proposition 2.6, where the integral process N. on the right is a continuous
%'' J

L -martingale. From Lemma 2.7 it is further seen that for i~j

I I I

[N. , N. U 'U Ud[M.,M.] = U = fij ViV = o.S .[i mj 1 J ji 0 J'J~jJ' ij ij

By Lemma 4.2 there hence exists for every JG.I ..... dj. some continuous L p

martingale Mj (pil= .jp) satisfying

M (1) = 7TN.(1) = 7T joVjdBj 18)

and J J j EJ '

E Mj(0) = I 7T[Ni,Nj]i= I 77(.jijsij, 19)
-r i'j 7T5 i~j'J

where the summations in (19) extend over all partitions T J of J into pairs {i,jk.

Let us now write 7r' for an arbitrary collection of disjoint sets J {f ....dJ,

put J'=njc and let the indices kJ EN Je7r', be different but otherwise arbitrary.

Using Proposition 2.4 and (18), we get
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E 7r S Vj dX. = E T dB + k V (.rk
j=1 J {j 1 k= 13j

E M1 (I) '7ff3 k er J T I M ( E Tv J("F
Writing J

7T vi(Tk 7T 'TS + (V J(Tk )-S)I

and expanding the product on the right, it is seen from Lemma 4.3 and (19) that

E Mj,(1) 7TVj( ) = E M,(l) 7Tsj = T TijS Sj7TsJ O ir , i'j i

so we get d

E 7T soV idX. = 
7 T?..Si. 7TsJXI' 7 TJ ,k. (20)1J

j=l 7r iji (k j)i

By Lemma 3.2, the inner sum on the right is a polynomial in the sums BK with K a

union of sets JF it'. If instead we collect the terms involving a given product

*7BK, it is clear that the coefficient will be a polynomial in the integrals Sj

N with J a subset of some K. This completes the proof of (3).

The explicit formula for E follows immediately from (3), while those for

E2 and E3 when O.S.=0 are obtained from (20) with S in place of S .
2 3 J J-J 3

I

- .,

, '
.

'Sms

Sii,
.. .'3
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5. Processes on R

Our aim in this section is to prove a decoupling identity for stochastic integrals

with respect to Le'vy processes. Thus we consider R d-valued processes X=(X ,...,X d )

and V=(Vd ... Vd )  on R+, where X is Levy and directed by (, ,;). Put or j=_1/2

and define for non-empty subsets J C f,...,d.

N =JZx.9(dx) = 7Tx.V(dx d) V = Tv.j, S = v, (1)
J 1 gxdjJ JJ = ~ d' 0 V

. whenever these expressions make sense. The following condition will be needed.

(C4): There exist some constants Pl ... Pd>l with Zp- I, such that for all j

+ E Vj + SixjE Vj + xjljdx)E vj

where p= A2 and p'.-=p V2.
i i i i

Theorem 5.1. Let7"be a standard filtration on R+, and let X and V be R -

valued processes on R+, such that X is 7-Levy and directed by ((',,) while V is

F-predictable. Assume that (C4 ) is fulfilled, and that the products .S. (for d -l),
i J

S. (for d>2), and NjSj (for 2<zJ<d) are a.s. non-random. Then

d o
E 7T V.dX. = E 7 JTfS 7 + j 7NjSj (2)

j=l SO J  J 7T i i j k k j' (2

where the summation extends over all partitions r of {l.....d into singletons {i},

pairs {j,k}, and subsets J with J_3.

Note that N can be omitted from the second product on the right, provided
jk

that sets J with zJ=2 are allowed in 1". If X has locally finite variation while

IV! is integrable on R+, one may introduce the constants j and write (2)

in the form
d to

E ' V.dX E 7TJ "S. jTNjSj (3)
j=l 1" i

-inere the summation extends over all partitions "of {l,...,d} into singletons

{ij and subsets J.

The method of proof is similar to that for Theorem 3.5. though technically

•ore complicated. The key -tep is Lemr'a 5.8. ,,here .e proceed by induction over

d o etatl ish a conditional version of (2) (thouqh formally in terms of optional
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projections). Our proof of Lemma 5.8 requires V to be bounded, so a reduction to

that case is given through the construction in Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. We shall also

need some simple moment estimates, as provided by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. The

remaining Lemmas 5.6, 5.7 and 5.9 are simple results in real analysis and

"- stochastic calculus, which ought to be known, though we were unable to find

references.

Unless otherwise stated, we assume that X and V are such as in Theorem 5.1,

and in particular that (C4) is fulfilled. As before, let pj be defined for

subsets JlCl....d by pj =J Y .

Lemma 5.2. For any J C{,...,d with #J>2, we have

f.T jx.IPV(dx) EffIVIP J 0, 1 pe- p. (4)

Proof. We may assume that

SP~'(x ~ , EjV~lJ + EJ. Vi . 00 j J, (5)'--"Ix Pi V(dx) -- oo, Ej i +V ej 5

since (4) is trivially true if any of these integrals vanishes. Then H'lder's

inequality yields

f.JTflxj JV(dx)-< 00, EfJVJJ J-- o

so by norm interpolation (formula (2.10)) it remains to show that

--7 x.I V(dx)-- Do, EJ(VJo e- vo.

To see this, note that xpA2x 2Al + xp for x,p-.O, so that by (5)

fix) JV (dx) e.(xAI)V(dx) + f x.I Pi(dx).G 0o, j(J. (6)

By norm interpolation we get from (5) and (6)

x j x) 0a, / 0e P , j J. (7)J ~J,

Now clearly

=P J2 _ jj'EJ je -- _J

so we may choose some q iE[p!,pj], J EJ, satisfying 7q l . Using (7) with p=qj,

,e get by Holder's inequality
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9
qj l/q

7T,- xj I (dx) Cx I d(dx)

E{JIVj 11 p . E J fl~ j qf Ji }pj /q Tj JE q }Pqjp jpi /

,.- j j -j jk i '

as desired.

4-

In the special case when 0=0, we introduce the covariation processes X

and their associated total variation processes Xj, given for Jc{l,...,d} with

-J>2 and for t>O by

3J(t T'AX.(s) 7 Z (t) = I Tj& Si= Etdi(8)

an <t jkJ -- e~ jt 0;A~i , d

Note that X and are again -L-vy with Levy measures and given for

Borel sets BCR\Oj by

-
9 (B) = VfxER d Thx. E. BI., J(B) - x .d 7TIxj101. (9)

j jJ ' j e
In particular X has drift N Recall that p - p

i Jj

Lemma 5.3. If =O, we have for any J Cl,...,d with J>2

E{J 1VdXJ -u sup TrxIP(dx) / sup EIVJ --e . (,o)
41 ppj ."j EJ 1P l.p.p j

Proof. The expression on the right is finite by Lemma 5.2 plus norm

interpolation, so Proposition 2.2 applies with X, V and p replaced by X IVJ

and pj, and (10) follows.

Lemma 5.4. Fix arbitrary numbers m jR, i#J fl,...,d. Then there exists

d
some measure ? on the cube C=[-1,1] , such that p.,(C) = jmjj and moreoverfTx.jp(dx) = mj 0 i Jc...,d (11)

Proof. Suppose we can find some probability measures P " and Pj on C

satisfying

S7i i(dx) = + 11l=J], 0 # I'Jc,...,d. (12)

Then the measure

'"0)" A 0) (13)

has clearly the desired properties. To construct fix kFJ, and let j, jJ\4k
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be independent random variables (on some probability space) with

=1/2. Choose k such that =+I, and let 0=O for jfJ. Take t to be the

distribution of ( l.. ..'jd). Then (12) is trivially fulfilled for lNJ#0 or

ICJ\k}, and if k'.ICJ we get

fTxip+(dx) = E 7Tg i = + E 7 fi  = + E 7r j = lil=J}.
El iF i l jEJ jE.J \I

For the purpose of the next lemma, say that the probability space (!W 0',P ')

is an extension of P), if P is the image of P' under someO'/O -measurable

mapping /:fl'-fl. Note that any random element on.C'. then extends, with

preserved distributional and path properties, to a random element 11 onf. I through

the composition g'= o . We shall further say that a filtration ;' on l' extends

on 1., if is also T'/T-measurable for every t. In this case, adaptedness

* and predictability are automatically preserved by the extension, as is the

stopping time property of a random variable. Usually (II',(O',P') is formed as

a product of (-l,(DP) with some other probability space, in which case I is

always taken to be the natural projection of ' onto fIL. (Cf. [4], p. 89.)

Lemma 5.5. For every 4.>O there exists, on some extended standard filtered

probability space (-l',(D',7',P'), an R -valued 7'-Levy process X' on R+, such

that X' 's directed by (1r,?,V') for some bounded and boundedly supported Levy

measure V' with the same moments Nj (J>2) as I9, and such that moreover

d d a
E 7F, SE V. dX'"  - I VjdX j  . (14)

l 0j- J j=l 1

• Proof. For each nfN, form a process Y on R by adding to the drift and--. ,°" "n +

diffusion components of X the centered sum of jumps in X with size between n-

and n. Note that both Y and X-Y are again 7-Levy, and directed by and

(O,0,^K'), respectively, where X.. is the resiriction of V) to the set £xERd "

n n q

n-. <1xnJ, while )f'= V- X . For JC l,. ..,d} with JP2, put
n_

- Fx.x' (dx) = NJ- fjTZxj(dx), (15)
n j JEJ J

and form a -easure p as in Lemma 5.4. Next define on the Lebesgue unit interval
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0,9, ) a centered compound Poisson process Z with Levy measure Pn' and

consider all random processes as functions on the product space (.',Q 1, PI)

=(.xil , PXA). Let 'T be the (C)', P ')-completed filtration onf generated
n

X bytand Z and note that 'n is automatically right-continuous. It is easy to

check that the pair (Y ,Z ) and hence also the sum U =Y +Z are 7'-Lvy. Note
n n n n n n

also that Un is directed by (n n  ) , where nX n rn+, and that V n gives the

same values as V to the moments N with #J.>2.

It remains to show that (14) is fulfilled for X'=U when n is large. We mayn

then assume by (C4 ) and Lemma 5.2 that (with p.=pjA2)

f7.. !x V (dx) < , JC{1 .... d, *aJ>2. (17)

From (15)-(17) we get by dominated convergence as n-),P

f xjIPndX) --( 0 , pE[pj,pj], j=l ...,d, (18)
" IxjPi (dx) eJn(R d) = jmj - 7rxPc '(dx) -0. (19)

Je jEJ n

Hence, :y (C4) and Proposition 2.2,

j/fv.d(X.-U / V d(X.-Yj) + l-- dZn. (20)j-..- nj -- j nj 1J j
0 Pj Pj Pj

Since also ,,jVjdXjlij a: for each j, we may conclude by H Ider's inequality
J

that the left-hand side of (14) tends to zero as n--0. U

Lemma 5.6. Let F I Fd be right-continuous functions of locally bounded

variation, and define for JC{l ,...,dy with J>2

F j(t)-F (s) = .7'F.(u), - < s < t .0 (21)
uf.(s, t] jcJ -J

Then d d t+

7TF.(t) - 7 F.(s) = Fu) TF(u-) -o s t. . (22)
j=l j=l J s+d  j 0--

where the summation extends over all non-empty subsets JC{I,...,d.

Proof. This is obvious for d=l, and for d=2 it reduces to the formula for

integration by parts. The assertion for general d follows easily by induction. J
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Lemma 5.7. Let X, Y and A be random processes on R+. such that X is

measurable with EX*- Do , while Y is optional and A is adapted and right-continuous

with locally bounded variation. Assume that E[X ;7'D]=E[YT 't'o] for every

stooping time b', and that EJIXIIdAIDo. Then 5XdAE YdA.

Proof. For any stopping time

so by Jensen's inequality

Assuming without loss that A is non-decreasing, and letting 'Tt, t>O, denote the

' associated random time change, we get

E "IYIdA =E[lYT I; t59)dt e, 5E It Tte-dt = EJ'IXIdA.

-, - Using Fubini's theorem, we thus obtain

ESYdA = 3E[Y Tt; -rtcoIdt = JE[X ; t .too]dt = ESXdA.

We are now ready for our key lemma, where we assume again that X and V are

such as in Theorem 5.1. For any subset JC{l,....d} with #J>2, we write

:so (t) V = ~ s t>o. (23)

Lemma 5.8. Assume that ",f=0 and that V is bounded with bounded support.

Let M be a continuous martingale with IIM* -co where p +1+p 1 , and assume

that Nj S is a.s. non-random even for J={l,...,d}, unless M is constant. Then

we have for any stopping time "'

,E M, 7T V.VdXj = E Mr Njej (r) , (24)
j=l Jr+ J~ J it J

where the summation extends over all partitions 7 of{,...,d) into sets J with

-J>2.

Proof. We shall proceed by induction over d, starting for d=O with the fact

that M has optional projection M . Let us thus fix a deN, and assume that (24) isOD t

true with d replaced by l,...,d-l. To extend (24) to d, fix T,0, and proceed as

follows, where each step will be explained in detail below:
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d -EM JE M. VdX E M 7F VX.

j=l T+ J j=F T d J
T'vT+ 0

= E Mo + Vj(t)dXj (t)T JVf dX. (integration by parts)" i. T+ jfj t+ "

= E rv+ V (t)dX (t)M F- 1T N U (t) (optional projection)
''"J t ' I I'

-t vT
= E Z Nj V (t)d t M _ WNIU I(t) (dual predictable projection'

=EM, N V (t)dt 7 7TN u t) (optional projection)

= E M. 7T NjUj(') - E M I 7TN jUj( vT (integration bv parts)

= E M 7 TNJUJ (T) -E M.  N" Nju(VT) (optional sampling).

Here the integration by parts in the first step is according to Lemma 5.6 but

- in reversed time. The optional projection in the second step is by the induction

hypothesis plus Lemma 5.7. Note that the innner summation on the right extends

over allpartitions 7r' of the set ... into subsets I of size >2, and thatovrall pattosi'ofthse

the integrability requirements are fulfilled by Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 5.3.

Since the new integrands are continuous adapted, and hence predictable, we may

proceed in the next step by a dual predictable projection, where each process

X (t) is replaced by its compensator, which is N t if #J#2 and vanishes other.vise.

Note that the outer summation on the right is restricted to subsets JCl,...,d'

S". with -J>2. The third step is formally justified by Proposition 2.2 with p=l,

where the integrability condition follows from the fact that, by H-6lder's

inequality and Lemma 5.2,

UT''~~~~. S I IiVI /I11 < 0o. (25).'.,•E Ui M- M7I PJ I 11 .1 I

In step number four we are using Lemma 5.7 again to replace Mt by Mf . where the

required integrability conditions now follow as in (25). Step number six is

again by reversed integration by parts, as in Lemma 5.6. The sum in the first

term is now h-measurable, unless M is constant, so we may replace M by
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E[M*0 ]=M,r,, which yields the final expression.

To complete the proof, it remains to notice that, by Holder's inequality

f £.T i Ml d oo d 0"E Mo V jdXj 1 I'dI p 7Tv dX.
I T j=l I vT+ APj

while
'" I ~E M, I jr NjUj(IrvT) I 1_ M* 7. T1m IN , V J l

I" J p , J vT I jIIPJ

where the expressions on the right tend to zero as T--o, by Proposition 2.2

and Lemma 5.2 plus dominated convergence.

*. The following simple result will be needed to prove Theorem 5.1 when d=2.

-l -

Lemma 5.9. Fix p,q>l with p +q I41, and let M and N be martingales with

/IM:fp<o and IIN*1q< o. Then

E M N = E MoN + E[MN] (26)

Proof. By the BDG and HIder inequalities,

"E sup M dNj 4 E M d[N,N] E M*[N,N]I/ 90~ l JIM-'pNN] 00l
So t -J -M

M p tN-I(q <

and similarly with M and N interchanged, so the processes fM_dN and 5N_dM are

uniformly integrable martingales, and (26) follows from It0's formula. 13

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since the assertion holds for d=l by Proposition 2.2,

we may assume that d>2. In that case the products S. are non-random, so we get
-- J

with X! (tl=x (t)-Y.tSJ Jd J

Ej 7F J~jjs. E TFV WX, (27)
j= d j -i. jiJ J0 '

where the summation on the right extends over all subsets JC{l,..... Thus

we may henceforth assume that X is centered. By Lemma 5.8 we may further take

I/ to be bounded and boundedly supported.

Write B and Y for the continuous and purely discontinuous components of X,

and denote the integral processes EVjdB. by M.. Then the quantities

[Mi mj] = V B = Vj ijS ij, i~j, (28)

are non-random when d>3, so in that case there exist by Lemma 4.2 some continuous
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martingales Mi. JC{. d} satisfying M (-)= 7lM. (-) fIM3j co, and
J j J

E i ... ,dj, (29)
7rI iJ

where the summation on the right extends over all partitions j-' of {l..... into

pairs {i,j. Putting Mi=] when J=, we get by Lemma 5.8 with T"=0

-.-

wit 7T V '.dX. E ZM~(a SVi dY. E ?iSi 7T i SJ 30)

with summations first over arbitrary subsets JC l,...,d}, and next over partitions

-. of {l,...,dj. into pairs {i,j} and subsets J with 'J>2. This completes the proof

for d>3, so it remains only to take d=2. But in that case the first equality in

(30) holds with M 12=M M2, as does the second one, since by (28) and Lemma 5.9
E M 1 (0) M 2 (so) E M M 2 E1S -1E Mjo)M( -- ErM1,M2  = E l2Sl2. tl

039
. e, 14.
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6. Predictable transformations

We have seen already in Section 1 how the results and methods of this paper yield

a unified approach to various invariance theorems in exchangeability. Here we

shall continue this discussion by looking at some further examples. We shall

further state our general reduction Theorem 6.4, and give a few applications.

Most results in this section are either easy consequences of earlier statements

or follow by similar arguments, so we shall be rather brief, and leave most

details to the reader.

Let us first consider the case of separately exchangeable sequences or

d
processes in R . By definition, these are invariant in distribution under possibly

different permutations in the d components. We may further define the notion of

separate F'-exchangeability, by requiring the above property to hold conditionally

after time t, given 1t' As before, there are unique de Finetti-type representations

in terms of ergodic distributions, and it is easy to see that the latter correspond

to sequences or processes where the d components are independent and ergodic in the

usual sense.

Proposition 6.1. Fix I=j1,...n . or N, and consider random variables jk and

I. Zk9 j=l,...,d, kl, such that =( jk ) is separately'F-exchangeable, while the jk

are F-predictable stopping times in I and a.s. distinct for fixed j. Then (j

d If instead X and U are processes on 1=[0,l] or R+, such that X is Rd valued

and separatelyF'-exchanqeable while U is i d-valued and'-predictable with ,U-i=_
"-"-l Xd -l d d

a.s. for each j, then (XIU 1  ,... X= X.

It is not hard to extend the one-dimensional arguments of [12] to the present

context. An interesting alternative is to use decoupling identities, as follows.

Consider e.g. the continuous time case, and assume for simplicity that X is

ergodic. If the time scale is R+, we may reduce to the case of bounded jumps by

a simple truncation. Now fix simple step functions f f,...,fd with compact support,

and note that

4.0
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= fd( U)') = Jf d, j=1,...,d, mEN.

(f ~~ .-U .d)d ijBy Theorem 4.1 or 5.1 we get, for any mlI,...'m dEZ +*

d I M. d , m . d r m
E f.d(X U = E 7Tfj. U dX.' E JrfjdXj.

"j= j=l

Since the moments determine the distribution in this case, by Proposition 2.2

or 2.8, we obtain

j= J J_ j=l

and the assertion follows by the Cramer-Wold theorem.

A similar argument applies to infinite sequences. For finite sequences,

however, ergodicity in the sense of separate exchangeability does not imply

J.

ergodicity in the joint sense. For this reason, one needs the following extended

* version of Theorem 3.1, which may be proved in the same way.

d
Lemma 6.2. Let I and be random n-sequences in R, such that is jointly

7-exchangeable while 1 is T-predictable. Suppose that the partition {K 1 ...,Km}

of {l,...,d} splits into independent ergodic sequences. Let (CI) be fulfilled,

and assume that the sums Sj with JCK. for some i are a.s. non-random. Then

d n m
E 7T 7"itjkljk = 'TP, {RjSj (1)

j=l k=l i= 1 n,K.J '

for some polynomials P in the sums Rj and Sj with JCKnK. J i"J

Larger classes of predictable transformations preserve the distributions of

continuous exchangeable processes.

Proposition 6.3. Let B be an F-exchanqeable Brownian motion on I=R or

bridge on I=[0,l1, and let V , tEl, be a family of -predictable processes on I

with P (u)du=O a.s. for each t, and such that respectively

-V(U)Vt (u)du = sAt or sAt st a.s., s t~l. (2)

Then B has the same distribution as the process

Yt = Vl t(u)dBu' t~l. (3)

Proof. We nay e.g. take 1=[0,I]. By Theorem 4.1 we get for any deN and
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, d d

• *' ' E 7Fy = Y 7T (t.At. - t.t.) E

j=l rj i ij j=l .

where 7r denotes an arbitrary partition of the set {,...,d} into pairs {i,j}. Since

Gaussian distributions are characterized by their moments, it follows that Y d B. 13

An interesting example is to take V=(V ) to be an ergodic exchangeable processl]I t

on I, defined on the Lebesgue unit interval as a probability space. Assuming the

directing triple (e, "2 P or (,o' 2,V) to be such thatl=O and a 2+j 2=1, o r (=

and 7+jx V(dx)=l, respectively, it is easily seen that V satisfies the conditions

of Proposition 6.3, with the integrals taken over [0,1]. If I=R+, we may extend

the definition to I by putting V (u)=O for u->.l. Note that the functions Vt,

regarded as processes on I, are non-random in this case and hence trivially

predictable. Intuitively, the process Y is obtained here as a 'stochastic average'

over the paths of V.

Our next aim is to state our general reduction theorem mentioned earlier.

Though this result is not directly related to exchangeability, we include it here

since the proof is essentially the same as for Theorem 5.1. The statement requires

some terminology.

Given a Polish space K, we define a point process in K to be a locally finite

and integer valued random measure 9 on R+ K, such that g({t~xK)<l for all t. Fix

a standard filtration 7 indexed by R , and say that 4 is adapted to 7, if the+'

process Nt (B)= ([O,t]K1B) is adapted for every bounded Borel set BCK. In this

" case the associated compensator Nt (B) has a measure valued version, and we may

define the compensator of ; to be the a.s. unique random measure on R+ K

satisfying ([O,tIKB)= t(B) for all t and B. Say that is continuous if N t(B)

is a.s. continuous for every B as above. Given an arbitrary space S, we may form

S d by adding an extraneous state 9. Finally recall that a covariance function

on an abstract space T is a non-negative definite function T 2-+R.
4R.
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Theorem 6.4. Fix a Polish space K, a d'-finite measure space (S,i), and a

covariance function ? on some space T. Let g be an adapted point process in K

with continuous compensator 9, and let MI ... Md be continuous local martingales.

Consider predictable processes V: ).)R XK --PS and U lt , . . . , Udt : 1xR+--p. R, tET,

with Y jU'td[M ,M.]-<o a.s. for all t, and such that

Ad d
' = a.s.; 7_. isUjtd MM' = fst a.s., s,tET. (5)

i=l 1 i

Define a random measure on S and a random field Y on T by putting

v- Yt = U dM, teT. (6)

j=l 0 Jt

Then and Y are independent, and 77 is Poisson with E=.J, while Y is centered

Gaussian with EYsYt=-?st.

The proof depends on the following lemma, which may be obtained in the same

way as Lemma 5.8.

Lemma 6.5. Let , E and V be such as in Theorem 6.4, and let M be a continuous

local martingale with bounded quadratic variation. Fix a stopping time Tand

measurable sets B.CS with PBjPO, j=l,...,d. Then

M. 7rW (t) t,-, v t>- = E M_, t>?, VY 7 ;B.1 (7)
j=1 T ' ' t J

where r denotes an arbitrary partition of (l....d} into subsets J.

Proof of Theorem 6.4 (outlined). Fix m,nEZ+, t, ... tmET, and B.CS

measurable with 2B.. e-, j=T,...,n. By Lemmas 4.2 and 6.5,
J

m n

=1 i j=l iJ 11"2  J jI J
where T, and 1r are arbitrary partitions of the sets {l...,m} and {l,...,nj into

12

pairs {i,j} and subsets J, respectively. To see that this is the desired moment,

consider the special case when (MP ... 9M) is a Brownian motion in R with

covariances f(t,,tj) at time 1, while is an independent Poisson process on R+

".ith unit intensity, and choose non-random U , .... Um  and V such that Y(t.)=M.(1)m j-J

% and AV 0 0
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We conclude with some simple illustrations. Let us first take M I ... ,Md

orthogonal with M.(0)=O and [Mj,Mj] =*. Let T={l,...,dJ.R, and define

U. .(s,t) = S lf[M.,M <tj, i,j=l,...,d, t>. (9)
1 j J S

Writing tr.(t)=inffs; tM Mj -t, it is seen from Theorem 6.4 that
%J

Y. (t) = .I{[MjM s t dMj(s) = M.-'r. (t), j=l,...,d, t>O, (10)

are independent Brownian motions, as shown by Knight (1970) (though our theorem

gives no information about paths).

Next we take K=I.... d}, write - and = and assume

that k.(s )=s for all j. (Here and below, .(t)=j[Ot], etc.) Choose S=fl,...,dj R

with Lebesgue measure p, and define

V' V.(t = (j, i(t)), j=l,...,d, t=,O. (11)
ilJ J '-

Putting "'.(t)=inf{s; i.(s)=t -, our theorem shows that--. J

1 (t) {s" (s)<t} = .(t+), j=,...,d, t>O, (12)

are independent Poisson processes with rate 1, as noted by Meyer (1971). (The

processes ;oT..(t) will clearly have the same property.)

For a less trivial example, let X be a strictly p-stable motion (Levy process)

V" on R+, and assume for simplicity that p.<l, so that X s AX , t>0. Recall
-]~ -- 1teot h

that X has Levy measure V=aV++bV for some constants a,bO, where Vp denote the

measures on (0,06) and (-ge,O) with density Ix- -p Define a point process 4 in

R RkO by

( tB) = lf X7xB} t,0 BCR-.O} (13)

so that is Poisson with intensity=compensator

Let us now fix a predictable process U on R+ with 0 0 a.s. for all t.
-

0

Write U=U -U where U =U VO, and define

..'= t(Ut )Pds, V = (T±, xU±), t>O, xER-{0}. (14)"-,t 'S t~x' '
0 so, x t t

If we assume Tka a.s., it is easily seen that (AxV)(V:+) AKIO, so Theorem 6.4

shows that the measures 9'=i(V )- are mutually independent copies of g. Hence

the processes
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I= fx '([Q,t]lx 'f~riT'<tjdX,, t>O, (15)

I'%-

are mutually independent copies of X. Thus the process fUdX exists (which is

known from [9]) and has a.s. representation
+I + + -_

UdX = fU~ljT:<rJdXs - SUT XT<T dX = X eT - X oT, t>O. (16)jd S st t ' 5- "

A similar argument yields the alternative a.s. representation

#"UdX = Y+a +b -Y(W-b +  t>O, (17)
t+

for some mutually independent stable motions and Y with Levy measure V . For

a=b we recover the time change result of Rosi~ski & Woyczy~ski (1986). (An

alternative approach is via Proposition 6.1 above. The case when P ±0

is similar but requires a randomization, e.g. as in [12] or in [4], pp. 89ff.)

4%4
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